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Noncollisional particle and heat flows in an electron system due to temperature and 
chemical-potential gradients orthogonal to a quantized magnetic field are calculated. 

1. In developing the quantum theory of thermo
magnetic and galvanomagnetic phenomena empha
sis is often placed upon the complexities resulting 
from the need for considering the gradients of tern
perature and carrier density. In some calculations 
attempts have been made to disregard these gradi
ents by using as a perturbation only the external 
electric field; the kinetic coefficients are then de
termined by means of Onsager symmetry. This 
was the procedure of Ansel'm and Askerov in their 
theory of thermomagnetic phenomena in semicon
ductors. [1] We note here that the expression for 
the thermoelectric power obtained in [1] contains 
a term ~ lH"l/eT which increases without limit as 
the temperature is reduced. This term appeared 
because, in addition to Onsager's relations, use 
was made in [1] of Einstein's relation between the 
diffusion coefficient and electric conductivity. The 
latter relation does not actually apply to the non
diagonal elements (the antisymmetric part) of the 
conductivity and diffusion tensors. 

In the present work we consider expressions 
for the electric and heat currents due to electrqns 
in a magnetic field strong enough to require that 
we take into account the quantization of particle 
levels in the field. 1> We confine ourselves to de
riving expressions not depending on collisions 
between electrons and scatterers, 2> thus obtaining 
the aforementioned result of Ansel'm and Askerov. 
[ 1] Another purpose of the limitation is that we 
wish to elucidate the procedure for obtaining col
lisionless flows using kinetic equations such as 
those in [2]. The understanding of the method is 

hindered by the absence of such clarification in 
the literature. 

2. In the linear transport theory currents in
duced by the gradients of temperature, the chem
ical potential t, and the electric potential cp are 
additive. We can therefore first calculate the cur
rents produced by statistical forces proportional 
to V'T and \7 t, to which we shall then add the cur
rents induced by the electric field. 

Since the statistical forces cannot be included 
in the Hamiltonian, we first calculate the mean 
quantum-mechanical densities of charge and en
ergy currents for stationary states. The averag
ing of these currents using the state distribution 
of particles enables us to obtain the observed 
macroscopic flows. 

Let us consider a system of noninteracting elec
trons in a strong magnetic field B parallel to the 
z axis. We write for an electron the Hamiltonian 

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of this Hamil-
tonian are 

E (n, p) = liQ (n +f)+ p;l2ft, 

Jn, Pz' Xo) = (LvLzar'1'exp (!ipuy+ ip2 z]/li) <Dn (x~xo), 

where 

Ly and Lz characterize the normalization volume, 
and <Pn ( x) is a normalized oscillator eigenfunction. 

The foregoing equations enable us to obtain the 
mean quantum -mechanical densities of the electric 
and energy currents in a state In, pz, x0). We have 

. ( ) eQ ( ) <D2 (X- Xo) 
Jy n, Pz' Xo = LyLzcx, X- Xo n \-'X- ' (1) 

1 >Practical conditions requiring consideration of such 
quantization exist., for example, in semiconductors at very 
low temperatures[lJ and, of course in semimetals. 

2 >we thus limit ourselves to fields for which the elec
tronic Larmor frequency 0 considerably exceeds the col
lision frequency ,-,. 

Qu (n, Pz' Xo) = Lu~zrx (x- Xo) E (n, Pz) <D~f~ x.,). (2) 

These are still not the desired results, but must be 
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averaged using the distribution function f (n, pz, x0 ) 

describing the electron level populations. 
3. For the considered case of strong magnetic 

fields, where the Larmor frequency considerably 
exceeds the collision frequency, collisions may be 
neglected in zeroth approximation. The density 
matrix is then obviously diagonal in the energy 
representation. We can therefore speak of a dis
tribution function which can be regarded as a func
tion of eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian and other 
operators commuting with the Hamiltonian and 
forming a complete set. Specifically, the distri
bution function can be written as 

( E (n, P2)- ~ (xo); ·l 
f o T (xo) / ' 

(3) 

where f0 is the Fermi function. 
Equation (3) can be used to determine such 

quantities as the temperature T and chemical po
tential t, which are taken to be dependent on x0• 

This dependence represents the nonuniformity of 
the particle distribution across the magnetic field. 

We shall say that (3) describes the local equi
librium distribution. However, the meaning of 
this statement differs very considerably from its 
meaning in conventional kinetic theory based on 
an equation containing the Boltzmann collision in
tegral. Equation (3) does not make the collision in
tegral vanish. Indeed, in the case of elastic scat
tering on disordered heavy scatterers the collision 
integral in the In, pz, x 0) representation becomes 

~ 2: JCq\2 Fn•n(a.2q'}_/2) 6 (E (n', P2 + liq)- E (n, P)) 
n',q 

X [f (n', P2 + liqz, Xo + a2q)- f (n, P2 , Xo)l, (4) 

where qi = c& + q~, Cq is a Fourier component of 
the electron-scatterer interaction potential, and 

F n'. n = I (n', x0 + a2q) exp (iq xx) In, X0 ) I 2• 

It is obvious that the Fermi (or Boltzmann) dis
tribution (3) makes the collision integral (4) van
ish only for a temperature and chemical potential 
that are independent of x0• On the other hand, for 
a spatially nonuniform distribution of temperature 
and the chemical potential the collision integral 
does not vanish. This fact was known previously, 
and was even employed in developing a theory of 
diffusion. [2] Weak nonuniformity is an essential 
assumption so that an expansion in powers of a 2qy 
can be used in the argument of the distribution 
function in (4). The expansion is actually carried 
out in powers of a 2qy /L, where L is the charac
teristic dimension of the distribution nonuniformity. 
From (4) we then have up to second-order terms 3 > 

3 >First order terms in a 2qy vanish by symmetry. 

~ 2: JCqJ2Fn•,n (a2q3_/2){6 [£ (n', P2 + liq)- E (n, P2)] 

n',q 

X If (n', P2 + liqz, Xo)- f (n, Pz' Xo)l 

1 + 2 (a2qy 6[£ (n', P2 + 1iq2 ) 

- E (n, P2)l ~22 f (n', P2 + liqz, Xo) + • • •}. 
ux0 

(5) 

This collision integral can be used to determine 
flows due to collisions; but this is not our present 
subject. It is important that except for small quan
tities which are neglected in calculating collision
less flows, the local distribution (3) causes the col
lision integral (5) to vanish. 

4. In accordance with the foregoing, the desired 
expressions for the electric and energy currents 
are determined from 

jy = 2 ~ f (n, P2 , Xo) jy (n, Pz' Xo). (6) 
n, Pz, Xo 

Qy = 2 ~ f (n, P2 , Xo) Qy (n, Pz' Xo), (7) 
n,pz,x~ 

where the distribution function has the form of (3). 

Assuming weak nonuniformity, we use 

where Y'xT and Y'xt are small. We then have, up 
to linear terms in Y'xt and Y'xT, 

( E (n, P2 ) - ~ \ 

f(n,p 2 ,Xo)=fo T } 

+foO-fo)[vx~+E(n,p/-\;v.J] ~. 

Using this expression for the distribution function, 
we obtain 

jy = ;T (2n!)•n ~ JiQ ( n +}) ~ dp}o (1 - fo) 
n 

X [ \7 x~ + E (n, ;z)- \; \7 J J ' 
with 

2 \' 
N = (2nrx.)21i ~ J dpzfo 

n 

representing the number of electrons per unit 
volume. 

For heat flow we have similarly 

Wy = e;T (2n!)• n ~ JiQ (n +}) ~ dpzfo (1 - fo) 
n 

(Sa) 

X IE (n, P) - ~] [ \7 x~ + E (n, P/- ~ \7 J] · (9a) 

To these currents we must add the corresponding 
currents due to the electric field with the potential 
cp = - fexx, given in [3,!]: 

(8b) 
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eN - -
Wy = -B(£ -j-£j_- ~) l;x, (9b) Here 

where 

(E +E..L)N = (2n;) 2 1i 2;~dpz [£ (n, P) + liQ (n + f)]fo· 
n 

These equations of the approximation that is 
linear in l;x can also be derived by averaging 
(1) and (2) using a distribution function for a spa
tially uniform particle density (independent of x0 ) 

f0 [ E ( n, pz) - t) /T]. In (1) and (2) we must first 
make the substitutions x 0 - x0 - J.-LC l; xI eB, and 

E (n, P) --+ E (n, P)- e l;xxo + !JC2l;!/2B2 , 

because to the Hamiltonian we are now adding the 
potential energy ecp , thus shifting the energy 
eigenvalues by the amount (-e&xxo + J.-LC 2 &~/2B2 ) 
and x0 by the amount (- J.-LC&.x I eB). The eigen
functions remain unchanged. 

Adding (Sa) and (Sb), and (9a) and (9b), we have 
as the final equations for the currents: 

jy = - e~N l;x + ;T (2n;)21i 2;1iQ (n + +) 
n 

I r E (n, Pz)- ~ J 
X j dp / 0 (1 - f 0) !_ V x~ + T V .T _ , (8) 

eN - - e 2 
Wy = - B (E + £-'- - ~) &x + eBT (2mt)2 1i, 

X 2;1iQ (n +f) ~dp.fo (1 - fo) !£ (n, P) 
n 

(9) 

A comparison of these equations reveals the sym
metry of the kinetic coefficients characterizing 
the currents due to the spatial nonuniformity of 
the electron distribution. In other words, the co
efficient of the temperature gradient in (8) when 
multiplied by TIe coincides with the coefficient 
of the chemical potential gradient in (9). It is very 
important, however, that the electric field strength 
and the chemical potential gradient are included 
entirely differently in (8) and (9). In this sense Ein
stein's relation between conductivity and the dif
fusion coefficient is violated. It should be noted 
that the possibility of this violation had been noted 
previously by Kasuya[4J. 

In the classical limit (ti = 0) Eqs. (8) and (9) 
become 

Wy = - e: (E -j- E j_ - ~) ( l;x- ~ V x~) 

+ ec:r((E- ~)(~-£-2£..L))VxT. (11) 

N = (2~ li)" ~ dpfo, 

((£ -~)(E + 2E-'-- W N 

2 1 ( p2 ) (p2 r! + r! ) 
= (2nli)" j dp 2fL- ~ 2;1 + fl. - ~ f o· 

Equations (10) and (11) obviously satisfy the sym
metry of kinetic coefficients. Einstein's relation 
is also satisfied, since the electric field strength 
and chemical potential appear in the combination 
&x -Y'xtle. 

It appears from the foregoing that Einstein's 
relation is violated only when the quantization of 
orbital electronic motion is essential. This can 
be accounted for in an elementary way. In a state 
of thermodynamic equilibrium, as is evident from 
the distribution function (3) used in the calcula
tions, the electrochemical potential is constant; 
this results from the entropy maximum. The fact 
that the expressions for the currents in the quan
tum case do not vanish for a constant electrochem
ical potential does not conflict with the principle 
of maximum entropy, because these flows do not 
change the entropy. The existence of an electric 
current in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium 
is associated in the quantum case with Landau 
diamagnetism. Indeed, in the presence of an equi
librium concentration gradient of the chemical 
potential in the x direction perpendicular to B, 
the diamagnetic susceptibility x will be a func
tion of x. This means that the magnetization xB 
will also depend on x. But then (jy )qu = c 
curly xB (see the Appendix) is a current associ
ated with Landau diamagnetism. In the classical 
case this current disappears because the diamag
netism of the electron gas disappears. 

An expression for the electric current similar 
to (8) has already been given by Ansel'm and 
Askerov [5] without a valid derivation. However, 
these authors did not observe the violation of the 
Einstein relation in the quantum case, and there
fore could not have determined the causes of this 
violation. Moreover, upon observing the conflict 
between their results and the Onsager principle, 
they rejected their results in their following pub
lication. [i] The latter work was based on the so
called "1r approach" of Herring, [GJ which assumes 
the fulfillment of both the Einstein relation and 
Onsager symmetry. It follows from our treatment 
that Herring's 1r approach should not be trans
ferred from the classical to the quantum region. 
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APPENDIX 

No detailed discussion can be found anywhere 
of the violation of Einstein's relation between the 
nondiagonal antisymmetric parts of the diffusion 
and electric conductivity tensors in a quantized 
magnetic field. We therefore considered it ad
visable to present a different, thermodynamic, 
derivation of the equation for the current result
ing from a spatially nonuniform chemical potential. 
This derivation leads to a more intuitively clear 
understanding of the reason for violation of the 
Einstein relation. 

We begin with the thermodynamic equation for 
the density of the magnetic moment, M ( x0 ): 

M, (x0) = - aF (x0)/aB, (A.1) 

where F(x0 ) is the free-energy density of a Fermi 
gas; 

F(x0) = N(x0) ~(x0) - 2T ~ In [ l + exp (- IE(n, p2) 

n, Pz 

- ~ (x0) ]/T) J. (A.2) 

From (A.1) and (A.2) we obtain 

Mz(Xo)=- i, ~ nQ(n+ ;)fo (E(n,p,~-b(xo)), 
n, Pz (A.3) 

where f0 is the Fermi function. 
In the case of weak spatial nonuniformity, when 

?;(xo) = t + V'xtx0 we have from (A.3), as a linear 
approximation in V'xt. 

Mz (Xo) = Moz- ir ~ 1iQ (n + ; ) fo (I - fo) vx~Xo, 
n, Pz (A.4) 

where M0 is the spatially uniform part of the mag
netic moment (independent of x0 ) . 

The spatially nonuniform distribution of the 
magnetic moment can correspond to a ''molecular 
current" j = c curl M. In our case 

iv = - c a~ M, = B~ 2 ~ 1iQ (n + ; ) fo (l - fo) Vx~· 
n, Pz (A.5) 

Averaging over x0 and transforming the summa
tion over pz into an integral, we obtain 

iv = ;T(2n!)2fi~nQ(n +;) ~dP/o (l- fo) Vx~· (A.6) 
n 

This agrees with (Sa) for 'V x T = 0. In the presence 
of an electric field in the x direction, we add to 
(A.6) the current 

cNe · cNe 
- OxyiSx = - B i£x = B V)D. 

Adding these currents and writing separately the 
classical part of (A.6) (the limit at li = 0 ), we ob
tain 

iv = c; V x (e<D + ~) + (iy)qu, (A. 7) 

where the quantum current ( jy )qu is 

(jy)qu = (ccurl 'X B)u 

= {;T (2n!)'li ~1iQ (n + }) ~ dp/o (l - fo)- c:} V ,~. 
n 

(A.S) 

In thermodynamic equilibrium we have the elec
trochemical potential ( e4> + t) = const, and jy 
= ( jy )qu. It is easily seen from the derivation of 
(A.6) that this current results from the spatially 
nonuniform distribution of the Landau diamagnetic 
moment. In the classical limit the diamagnetism 
disappears and, according to (A.S), lim (jy )qu = 0. 

li=O 
It follows from the foregoing that the Einstein re-
lation is violated because of Landau diamagnetism. 
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